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Hard copy version of Fat Into The Fire - The Simple Missing Links to Maximize
Metabolism, Energy, and Yourself. The Complete Way to Get Fit and Stay Fit.
Not just a diet and exercise book, the means towards a more productive life.
Learn what has been missing in the past from you achieving your diet, fitness,
and wellness goals. Learn the Missing Links - the psychological links and learn
specific simple yet effective recommendations and exercises to get your mind on
track and focused to achieve. Then your body will follow. Learn the metabolic
process and how it relates to food and diet and how to maximize it. In addition to
the Missing Links, this book also includes a specific 'Fuel Link', or nutrition and
diet link. This includes a 7 day diet plan and 24 suggested meal options. Easy and
simple meals that maximize the metabolism, help you burn fat and energize.
Specific recipes are included. Also included are listings of power foods for your
body and mind and healthy food substitutions. The book includes explanations of
basic physiology about metabolism, how the stomach works, and the link
between metabolism, mind and the body to achieve results. Learn about
thermogenesis and how to take advantage of it. There is also a 'Physical Link', or
Fitness link, which shows how fitness can be fun. Included are 3 specific
workouts for all levels and a section on motivation. Learn about the author's
proven '21 minute cardio fat burning theory' and muscle memory. The book is
packed with informative to comical quotes from a variety of leading
authoritarians in the above mentioned fields. There are also calculations and
worksheets for determining your required caloric intake, foods intake, and
assistance with the importance of reading labels. Click on the soft copy version if
you would like to see excerpts from inside the book. Visit the Fat Into The Fire
website to learn more, view testimonies and receive free information and support.
Combine The Fat Into The Fire book with the Fat Into The Fire Journal and
Cookbook for a guaranteed treasure map to success.
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Editorial Review

Review
See the soft copy version for reviews and to see inside excerpts of the book. --David P. Morrow

About the Author
David P. Morrow, who has a degree and background in Physiology, has studied these subjects all his life. He
has spent several years in competitive bodybuilding and power lifting. He has served as a personal trainer
and fitness instructor to high-profile customers and also as a nutrition and diet consultant. He has devoted
over twenty years to studying and testing nutrition, diets, exercise, supplements, sports psychology and
overall wellness. It was his personal quest to find the BEST methods related to achieving excellent fitness,
energy, great health, and overall wellness. Throughout those years of intense research, he discovered
amazing breakthroughs in fitness, and maximizing metabolism. He also discovered why many people have
been unable to achieve weight loss and diet goals. He calls these discoveries, 'The Missing Links'. He
explains in his book, Fat Into The Fire, these missing links to achieving your goals. He founded the non-
profit organization, Americas Personal Trainer in an effort to educate all ages on proper nutrition and fitness.
Morrow is also the author of the Fat Into The Fire Journal, and The FIF (Fat Into The Fire) Cookbook For
All Seasons. Morrow has also put together Fat Into The Fire workouts on DVD and a Missing Links audio
CD.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Vincent Erickson:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they're still students or it for all people in the
world, what best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Fat Into the Fire. All type of book can
you see on many methods. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Trudy Clark:

Fat Into the Fire can be one of your nice books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to
set every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Fat Into the Fire but doesn't forget the main position,
giving the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be certainly one of it.
This great information can certainly drawn you into new stage of crucial pondering.

Maxine Ford:

Beside this particular Fat Into the Fire in your phone, it could give you a way to get nearer to the new



knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Fat Into the
Fire because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you
would not get what it's about. Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this within your hand. The
Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to
miss that? Find this book along with read it from right now!

Bradley Printz:

On this era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple method to have that. What you are related is
just spending your time not very much but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of many books
in the top checklist in your reading list is Fat Into the Fire. This book that is certainly qualified as The
Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking up and review this book
you can get many advantages.
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